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DarkX 474(10/16/1996)
 
I am a young poet, and most of my poetry will grow as I grow as a writer and a
person. Some my poems may have seem to be dark and some may have been
inspiring, but I hope that most my poems will be cherished and appreciated by
many. I started writing poems when I was 6 years old, but I only released poems
on the website when I was about eleven years old. I had struggle at young age
about self-acceptance and of losing a father, who I never understood. Now, I am
going to college in pursuit of finding my future. (Currently working on my
biography)
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Alone
 
I feel lost
I feel insane
I feel that the world
repels me
like a magnet
so I feel that I can't
make a difference
 
I know to stand strong
I know that I should show no fear
 
 
Alone, Alone I shall fight
but knowing Insanity
is not madness
knowing, Not knowing
are a challenge
 
Not knowing Drama
is freedom
But knowing drama
is the curiosity that
kills the cat
Alone is sadness
together is Happiness
divided we fall
united we stand still
 
Alone fight drama
together is madness
Love is sweet
envy is poison
Insanity is crazy
Revenge is death
We all are alone
By pain and suffering
We change
by emotional concepts
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Hating someone
is thinking of that someone
we become
what we hate
And then...
we are alone
we fall...
insanity thinking
that we are crazy
but we are not
we are just suffering loneliness.
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Bubbles
 
When I put my head underwater
I feel that I am somewhere else
so I yell and yell
and nobody can hear me
for as many bubbles come out
it is how many times
I have suffered
the big bubbles represent
what is going to happen next
but the smaller bubbles
it is what happened
Popping every bubble doesn't help
but not knowing makes it worse
so blowing the bubbles in a
better path will help it change what's
going to happen next
Not looking beyond
will hold you back
but moving on will
change your prospective of life.
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Change
 
Hating yourself
makes it worse
 
You can change
your attitude
when considering youself
unique, loving, and sweet
 
Eat right, play outside
takes an effort on your side
but when you accomplish
you will feel satisfy
 
Look directly to the mirror
tell yourself what you see...
 
a one unque person
be a kid,
go outside
and have some fun.
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Chess
 
Our life is like Chess game
we have to come up with strategies
to overcome the plays
 
I am a knight
but underneath the armor
I am a beautiful person
living in a wonderful world
 
Being judge is what I hate
being judge is what I am terrorify
being judge is what I'm afraid of
so leave me alone
I know what I'm doin
 
But everytime I move
the queen has over come me
what shall I do
 
I should move on
cause the game
is not done
 
So I move my queen
to overcome the world
 
Stop critizing me of
how I sing,
look or dream
cause you are
not even perfect
 
So stop listening
to what may not be real
I'm telling you 
 
I am a knight
but underneath the armor
I am a beautiful person
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living in a wonderful world
 
So let me play
the nice game of chess.
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Do Something
 
All the people in the world crop everything
Into there own perfection
Making a simple circle seemed like a maze
 
All the dreams
All the passion
Are washing away
 
The dungeon doors are closing
But that one light in the world
Will shine a gold key
To open the door again
 
Which makes the Maze
Back into a circle
And all the people
Will start a chain reaction
To DO SOMETHING.
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Enemies
 
Keep your friends close
Keep your enemies closer
Would that make me my own enemy
Could I be the one hurting myself
Life may bring us lots of holes and dead ends
But I can make myself no enemy 
I or enemy could be the biggest fear
Which controls our optimism, hopes and reality
But I can make myself be no enemy
Take no regrets to seeing the sky
Take no parasite to put you down
Hopes and dignity make all my possibilities
So I can make myself no enemies
Light vs. Dark is like your thoughts vs. truth
Life may break or torn parts of you
But you and I make ourselves no enemy.
Enemies should be our fear not are friend
Take your eyes of the moon and see the star from the ground
Life may be holes, but we can patch it up.
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Energetic And Gracious
 
I am energetic and gracious
I wonder why life isn't fair
I hear the hope of others
I see the valley of faith
I want peace in the world
I am energetic and gracious
 
I pretend that I am famous actress
I feel like the dead is speaking to me
I touch the desired of others
I worry when the world will end
I cry if my mother dies
I am energetic and gracious
 
I understand that people are not the same
I say that god is my leader
I dream to be president, doctor, actress, singer and a famous soccer player
I try to be who I am
I hope day by day we won't kill each other
I am energetic and gracious
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Fear
 
My heart is rushing
 
My Eyes are jumping at the pace of the beat
 
My body can longer pull the chains off my feet
 
My Chains keep pulling towards my fear
 
Or isn't I who is pulling fear closer
 
I don't what to be change and no longer walk the same. ?
 
My body starts to rain through my skin and eyes
 
Fear starts to give in into my undetermined premonitions.
 
I'm scared, so, so Scared
 
I just want to crawl into my bed and hide under the covers
 
Why can't I awake from this nightmare?
 
Someone, anybody
 
Pull me into your arms
 
And shared the hopes
 
I want to be free
 
free from having fear
 
Stop it fear
 
Let me go
 
Fear is a ugly, forbidden, and mind-controlling beast
 
Oh why did I set you free? ?
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Oh why did you chain me?
 
Oh why do you laugh while I scream?
 
Oh why?
 
Fear run away
 
Go, and be forgotten
 
Nobody likes you
 
I feel inferrer to your power
 
Your power drags me into all these undetermined decisions
 
You make me imagine; I am going fall, or the guy next to me is a murder.
 
My heart is rushing
 
Oh why won't you die off like fire?
 
Oh fear, you just keep burning my dreams like if we're written of paper
 
I wish that fear never existed and maybe my dreams could come true
 
Oh why me fear, why me?
 
My heart is becoming louder and louder.
 
All I could hear is my heart beat go
 
Boom, , ba-boom, boom....
 
Fear is eating me, and now I am in this dark hole, a endless pit of pinch black.
 
My eyes are shaking and my body is raining
 
Why fear are you a parasite to my mind and soul?
 
All of sudden a voice speaks of hopes to my body and ears ?
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It's the, the key to freedom from fear
 
The voice tells me it's going to be alright, don't worry.
 
My Mind starts to settle down
 
My heart refreshens ?
 
My eyes pace itself to the beauty of nature
 
I am free at last
 
Oh fear, look its the world of hope.
 
?©DarkX474
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Hating
 
Horrible
angry
tranferred
into
nothing
good
 
Hating is huge
dislike is a choice
but hating
becomes you
 
Which is transferred
into your worse
nightmare
 
Hating closes you
in a cage
like a bird when taken away
 
Don't hate
but dislike
but never ever hate
because it is bigger
then what you think.
 
8: 00 am and
8: 00pm are different times
but what you do today
affects tomorrow
 
Hate is forever
dislike is a promise
 
Hate is unforgettable
dislike breaks
 
Hate equals evil
dislike changes into love
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like they say
opposites attract
 
Never ever hate
but love each other even if
they hate you
there cannot be
hate but dislike
nobody can hate each
other just hold on tight.
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Hope
 
You Force my heart
to break apart
as the dictionary words
can never describe you
 
as of times
I am over the edge
My dignity, and courage
is my Character
like a stonewall that can never breaks
 
as I look outside
I see a family of birds
which gave me hope
to continued life
So hope is the cup of Gold.
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Humans
 
We all are human beings
We all have feelings
We all can think for ourselves
No one needs to judge us
for they are not our family
We all know what we don't like or do like
Were humans
We have brains that control the body motions and emotions
We don't need critics to control us
because we are not dogs on leashes
But humans with brains that can think for ourselves
We don't ask for you to judge
We don't ask for you to Hate us
but accept who we are.
Humans create inventions
Humans are unique
Humans take risks
Humans care for each other
Humans sometimes don't see because they don't want to believe in the truth
Humans can't manage everything on there own
But when we know we need help
we will call upon thy neighbor
we humans make mistakes
but like they say it our history book
that we don't need to be repeated
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I Am A Lost Puzzle Piece?
 
I am a lost puzzle piece
I found you	
But I can not reach you
 
I am a lost puzzle piece
I hear you
But you don't hear me
 
I am a lost puzzle piece
I am cold
But you are warm
 
I am a lost puzzle piece
I am stuck in time
But you are still moving
 
I am a lost puzzle piece
I love you
But you don't
 
Now.
 
 
I am no longer lost
Because I never was
 
I was just waiting
on air
Because you never are there
 
I was just waiting
on time
Because you never going to be mine
 
Now.
 
I am leaving
to never see you
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I am leaving
to never let you break my heart
 
I am leaving
to be happy and free
as I can be.
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I Am Me
 
Dark as the sun
 
Bright as the night
 
Four columns standing
 
As strong as their might
 
A beautiful house on top
 
Turn from bright to dark shades of color
 
 
My eyes formed drops of puddles below my feet?
 
Fire starts to burn the inside of the house
 
All the most precious memories became smoke
 
Wind starts to go east instead of west
 
And slowly the angry wind knocks over three columns
 
I start to pump up my chest
 
And through my blood
 
I poured away the fire
 
 
The house on top
 
Of the column
 
Turn from dark to bright
 
Even though there are only, but only one column
 
And it's me I am standing with might and dignity
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but I am one person who changed directions
 
Even when I have doubted myself
 
Therefore even though I struggled with life
 
I will walk and I would do whatever it takes to live, smile, and totally be me.
 
I am but one column, I am strong, I am own perfection, and I am the dignity of
my
 
own family, I AM ME
 
©DarkX474 poet
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I Am Shy When It Comes To You
 
Silence is empty
Words are so filling
Why do you choose
To ignore me
 
I have nothing to hide
You can easily seek me
 
And even if I am near you
You still choose
To ignore me
 
But I am shy
When it comes to you
 
As I am trying to talk to you,
you are starting to think
I am a creep.
 
I am not stalking you
And I am not a Creep
 
I am just trying to talk to you
Like I said I am shy
When it comes to you
 
My shyness is my creepiness
At its high point of humiliation
 
Now.
 
I know
I am a creep
Who is shy to talk
Especially to you
If I could talk to you,
I would say,
I love you.
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I'M Afraid Of The Dark
 
I have a feeling
that this evening
I gonna change
from what I was thinking
to be
 
I'm afraid of the Dark
when I close my eyes,
can't let go what I feel,
inside the truth reveals
 
Life is or has began
making stories to learn
wonders of the world
make us afraid of the dark
were afraid of what?
ourselves or the future
but really its ourselves
you lose or win
but never ever be afraid of the dark.
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In The Speed Of Light
 
Unbelievable to people of the day
which made a change in a way
we come with thoughts and dreams
like making the first Ice creams
But all we thought was in a war with no showers
When we think
we create
But when take the pride
we break and Lie.
But when we change
the history pages
 
In the speed of light
we change in the sight
of what is right
 
New inventions
New people
New life directions
we take whats our
are land,
pride,
powers.
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It Is Hard
 
It is Hard
to change
A brick to air
 
It is hard
To let others
Step on you
 
It is hard
To converse
In water
 
It is even harder
To break
diamond
 
It is hard
To let go
 
It is hard
To be perfect
 
It is hard
To be compare
To a rubric
 
It is even harder
To be creative
If I never can
 
I am one person,
One person, indeed.
I can not be change
But I can be destroy.
 
You may bite
You may bark
But you can
Force me through
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the wall
 
You may lock me
You may block me
But you can not
Stop me.
 
It is hard
To cry
 
It is hard
To defend
 
It is hard
To be bent
 
It is even harder
To be treated
with Respect.
 
Do not hold me
When you
Do not have arms
 
Do not care for me
When you bared me
 
Do not try to be open
When you are close
 
You're not meant
To be a teddy bear
 
 
It is hard to nail a screw
On rusted iron.
 
It is hard to speak
When you take my oxygen
 
It is hard to breathe
When you are sitting
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On my lungs
 
It is even harder
To tell the truth
When you close
My lips.
 
You can stay subjective
But you can not
Tell me what I know
 
I know you like to judge me
But Do Not Ever
Measure
my imperfections.
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Just Because...
 
Just because life isn't fair
Does not mean you can’t dream
Does not mean to give up
And it does not mean kill yourself
 
Just because life isn't fair
Does not mean to discriminate others
Does not mean to hide
And does not mean you're dead
 
Just because life isn't fair
Does not mean war is the answer
Does not mean inventors don't matter
And does not mean we can't be unique
Just because life isn't fair
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Lack Not
 
We lack total similarity
But we are so similar
 
As much as we see nothing alike
Is as much as we see so much alike
 
Nothing maybe exact
Everything maybe different
 
But unity is one
And there is only one you
 
Our actions
Tie together
 
We may not be seen connected,
with our differences within our eyes
But we are all connected,
Especially, with our morality
 
We may believe in a god or not
But we do believe in not harming anyone
Because we all have apathy and sympathy
To help us feel for one and another
 
Why separate
When we are one
 
Why Break
When we tie
 
Why lash
When we can love
 
Do not hold back
Who you are
 
Tie your grounds
But leave your ears open
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And do not rebel others
Recast your thoughts of differences
 
Because we are many times stronger
In being in common
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Life
 
Life is irreplaceable like oil
Life has it ups and downs
Life dies
Life is born
These things are not easy to predict
Because life doesn't come with a manual
Life is like Shuffle music on an Ipod
You never know whats going to play
Life itself is a battle field
We all fight to survive
We all sacrifice for those we love
but regret the ones that died
A lot of words could mean a lot
to person itself
There is definitely no way we could replace a life
So make everyday count, but for all people we see and know
Because life is unpredictable
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Lost
 
Walking along the path
holding on the air
 
I feel lost
alone, scared,
tired, and cold
like a dog wondering
the streets alone
 
It is dark
like the hole
in my heart
 
thanks to the lies
of the unspoken troll
the Green, the stinky, the crazy,
and cold hearted monster.
 
I am Lost in a maze
trying to reach the clouds
but everytime the hedge
grows taller than me
 
The drama, The pain
the misery of the forbidden troll
I forgave, but never forget and
I stand once more alone, but with
the might I walked alone with dignity and strength.
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Murders (Metaphor)
 
Calling people names
changes the way you are
Then you will regret
in the long term
 
We are all murders
we killed each other
for no particular reason
 
Making ugly comments
kills
Pressuring them
kills
 
We are all murders.
 
It makes us insane
hating ourselves
pushing someone else out the way
 
But one day
that someone else
will be insane
 
We create and destroy
We are all murders.
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Opportunity
 
Shining stars
up in the sky
makes me feel satisfy
knowing that there is opportunities
 
Opening up ourselves
to the outside world
one step at a time
pieces by pieces
will solve the puzzle
 
Take a chance
to a better life
there are billion, or trillions
of stars out there
waiting for you
 
so reach, reach, and
reach for an opportunity
beyond the stars.
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Porque
 
El mundo está volando por atras
Y la gente está caminando por delante
Porque estamos perdidos.
 
 
La gente son de montón de colores
Y el mundo es de montón de colores
Porque estamos peleando.
 
La gente tiene trabajo y no son famosos
Pero la gente famosa son famosas por sus trabajos
Porque apreciamos más a los trabajos de los famosos y no a todos.
 
A cada uno de nosotros personas tenemos amor y caridad
Pero cada uno de nosotros también tenemos envidia y odio
Porque buscamos hacernos daño.
 
Porque y porque tenemos que buscar las montañas cuando no están.
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Pressure
 
Having to much pressure
is like taking air after air
until you cannot hold it
 
Pressure drives,
Pressure leads
us into dead ends
 
We make our destiny
when we say Yes or No
to the bad or the good
 
It hurts to hide
our feelings inside
knowing that  pressure
make us do unexpected things
 
Pressure is dangerous
unless you know
what your in for.
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So By All Means
 
Too open,
To Close,
 
Too fragile,
Too Strong,
To break,
 
But time to time,
It will wear out,
So by all means,
Hold on tight,
 
Too small,
To be tall,
 
Too much heart,
Too much care,
To bare,
 
But time to time,
It will get old,
So by all means,
Learn to say no,
 
Too easy,
To lose,
 
Too hard,
Too Soft,
To love,
 
But time to time,
It will work,
So by all means,
Patience is the word.
 
Do not run,
When you can walk.
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Do not hold,
When you can let go,
 
So by all means,
Do not let others,
Run your world.
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Stuck In Between
 
The light grew 
not dark nor white
 
It had grown to be
A undefined light
 
It can be explained
But you can not understand
That the light had two different
Sets of chromatins
 
So Just to know,
the light has no flaws,
And Just know,
It lives with one chromatin
So although,
it has one...
It is still living
 
This light is
one and only
Bilingual light,
And it is
Not dark nor white
 
It is a light
That has been used
In multiple cycles
 
No matter,
No gravity,
But filled with life
 
So beyond the sky
Lives a light
Not dark nor white
 
So...
What does not matter
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Will not reflect a shadow
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Tears Of Faith
 
Tears of faith
bounded me here
as life goes on
I hide myself
 
I know the world
has its hard days
holding all of us
with its own strength
 
we all try to be
the world
holding until we hurt
like the shoes we wore out
 
Tears of faith
bounded me here
as life goes on
I find myself
 
Here in fear
trying, and trying
not to be sad
 
but to look
beyond reach
like the stars up in the sky.
 
Tears of faith
bound me here
telling me
that its time
to change
the page
 
but look forward
since the stars
look upon you
to guild there light
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upon faith, hope and dreams.
 
tears of faith
are tears of joy
running away
from the darkness
that we fear
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The Aurora Lights (Personification)
 
I am a beautiful light
That shines at night
 
I am a bright
and colorful light
 
I'm like a rainbow that lights
the Arctic's night
When the penguins see me
They look and say something to me
 
But when a humans see me
They take out a camera and take a flash for free
 
I dance in the sky going
up and down while I fly
 
I sing a song to others
Like children and mothers
 
I know that I am impressive, but tonight
I will do it again to be guidance or the light
To find the way south
I am the Aurora lights.
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The Somber Night
 
Somber night,
grew us apart,
but the truth
of the world.
 
Is that we all are,
one unique Artifact
we make history
we make lies
but we realize
it no use
to pretend
 
The Somber night
makes us tired
sleep on guilt
which will make you a liar
 
Th tears of somber night,
grew us weaker
sky's eyes
warn me
to tell
or yell the truth
 
it is said
to set you free
 
Somber night
grew apart
new history
has been made
 
lies are old
and the truth renewls
my guilt of somber night.
 
4/8/2011
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Two Faces
 
It's hard
When cold air is blown to ours faces
It's harder
When driving in a interstate
It is the hardest
When everyone judges
 
It's easy
To fail a test
It's easier
To beg for things we want
It is the easiest
To be injustice
 
Things we do
Have two faces
Injustice, and Justice
Things we do
have different views
Like the sky and ground do
Things we do
Need to be a good choice
No matter if its hard
Take the chance
And make a difference
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Views
 
Walking among others
is always trembling
I shake and shiver
from the cold
 
I see words
blowing down
to my heart
as I shake and shiver
 
I always wonder
if words are blown to the creatures hearts
as I walk
I see no one say anything positive
 
In my head
my brain
is fill with so many words
I wish to say
but I knew better
to stay as quiet as a mouse
 
I feel
my heart
Shaking and shivering
But out go tears of blood
as other walk by
 
I plead to not be
a unwanted toy
I start holding on to the pain
as the view starts flying by
 
I grab on to the rain
as I had promise to
my father to never
let my face rain
upon something that's not worth
as much as the love
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he had for me
 
But he has gone swimming with the fishes
I felt that no one care
but my mothers love
has flown into my heart
 
Now as I walk among others
the love has
become my force field
no one or nothing
can hurt me
as long as the love
is in my heart.
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Voices
 
The voices in my head tell me
that it’s wrong to pretend
I don’t listen
and I fall back
into the Dark hatred again
 
Yelling as loud as the sun brightens
my heart realizes I am frighten
My lies, Myself are overwhelming
and forbidden  to say.
 
I hide, and caved
and act with the words
I eat and don’t obey
 
I lie and I lie
until the voices
come back
 
Every night and every day
I hold on to lies until the voices
are telling me to obey
 
 
I know and I know
I am doing wrong things
 
Promises are lies
and tears are not surprises
knowing the voices are
my conscious
 
I am wishing and wishing that
my lies was just a dream.
Every time I lie
I hate myself
Knowing that I am hurting some else’s life
 
I beg and plead to not suffer or to lie
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but be the tree and the vine
the ones that have something
to lean on.
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Why Do We?
 
Why do I feel so rejected.
Why do I see through my eyes,
Why do I live in this body and not in somebody else's body
Why do people seek justice
when it makes others feel injustice,
Why do we hope for greatness
When we know we can't do what we expected to be,
So why on earth do we live to died.
Why aren't all of us in history.
Why don't I see anything when others see everything.
Why aren't questions answer,
why do we all hope for hope, or think to face reality,
So why do we?
It is to find who we are.
A human being
Who?
Make mistakes,
And Dream a dream
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Wondering
 
&lt;/&gt;I wonder why there is judgment
I wonder why people abuse others ability
I wonder why some people are not as talent as others
I wonder why everybody tries to be perfect
It isn't for happiness, nor love
But it is for the media, friends, and popularity
 
I am wondering why
like a humming bird humming
 
I wonder why we all are naive
I wonder why we all don't love ourselves
 
I am wondering where are
the faith, the hope for tolerance and
love, in ourselves went
 
Wondering If the world is so
easily persuaded by the media
 
Or is it you and I wanting
to be 'beautiful'
I am wondering what
the world is becoming
 
Wondering....mmmmm
like a humming bird.
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Words Of Life
 
Words of Life
are changes
Words of life
is no wise fool
Is the truth
which we seek
within us
Words of life
is second chances
 
Forgive and but never forget
open opportunities
Words of life
is your choices
Deal or no deal
take in or take out
decision are in
our definition of description
Words of life
is us
a mystery of creativity.
 
Words of life
is a Confusion
not knowing life
like manual
for a car
Makes us wonder
The World of Creativity.
we are the words of life
description is describing
us.
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Your Valuable
 
Heaven is an image of,
What I imagine,
 
Like fields of never ending,
Snow that never melts,
Smiles that never leaves,
Seeing day as it glows,
Never having to waste time,
Not having to eat,
Have my own house,
That no one can ever reach,
See my past and my old destinies,
Taking my daring skills into wishes,
But now its sleeping with those fishes,
Change could what had happen,
If I stood up,
If Someone listen to me,
If Love never left my dignity
Maybe life was difficult
But I had dreams
That could have been fulfilled
 
Life is valuable,
Time is numbers,
Money is controlling,
Suicide is death,
Hope to imagine,
Your future
can be better
your valuable
It's so true
So make yourself
a love letter.
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